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“This is a serious book that carefully examines the issues that have been used to create 
the current climate change/global warming crisis…I endorse Climatism! for its easy-to- 
read, well-illustrated presentation of complex science.”

–John Coleman, Meteorologist and Founder of the Weather Channel

“If you care about the 21st century society, you must read this book. In my 55-year career 
as a scientist I have written over 1,000 book reviews for various journals. No book has 
pleased me more than Climatism! by Steve Goreham.”

–Jay Lehr, Ph.D., Science Director, The Heartland Institute

“Climatism! is a myth-buster of a book. If you are interested in climate, carbon or energy, 
you need this common-sense book on your reference shelf, especially if you are a 
politician, a journalist, a teacher or a parent. Steve Goreham identifies the origins, 
symptoms and cures for the societal sickness of Climatism. His book is comprehensive, 
interesting, logical, factual and well-referenced. He also has a marvellous collection of 
quotes. You will enjoy reading it.”

–Viv Forbes, Chairman, The Carbon Sense Coalition

“Before your future disappears under piles of climate model print-outs and fraudulent 
carbon credits, read Steve Goreham’s new book Climatism!”

–Dennis Avery, Director, Center for Global Food Issues, Hudson Institute



“In the entertaining and factual book Climatism!, Steve Goreham shows that this newest 
“ism” has precious little clothing of science, but is driven by an amazing collection of other 
motives. The book recounts the history of Climatism, from its carefully orchestrated 
beginnings—by people with agendas that went well beyond climate control—to the current 
sound and fury of the Copenhagen climate summit and the embarrassment over the 
Climategate computer files.”

–William Happer, Cyrus Fogg Bracket Professor of Physics, Princeton University

“Goreham covers the science, the politics, the history, and the 
consequences if we get things wrong…I'm agog at how much research he must have done 
to pull together so many strands. I'll be keeping this book close by. It's one heck of a 
resource.”

–Joanne Nova, Australian Speaker, TV-Host, and Author

“Goreham writes in an entertaining, readable style that lightens this scientific treatise…Al 
Gore and Barack Obama should be forced to read this work.”

–Fred Delkin, Oregon Magazine

“Climatism!, written with eloquence and simple-to-understand language to explain complex 
concepts, is a must-read to understand the interplay between the demagoguery of alarmist 
climate change and the real dangers that it entails in the lifestyle we enjoy. Steve Goreham 
has done a masterful job to present a very coherent and convincing book on perhaps the 
most crucial social, political and economic issue of the 21st century.”

–Professor Michael J. Economides, University of Houston, Editor-in-Chief Energy Tribune

“Climatism! A real cool book that quenches the fire of the mythical dragon of global 
warming with the twinkle of real science.”

–Professor David Bellamy, British Botanist, Author, Broadcaster, and Environmentalist

“I found the book Climatism! by Steve Goreham so fascinating I could hardly stop reading.”
–Don Bongaards, Fellow, Minnesota Free Market Institute

“Over the years I have read many books on global warming and this one surely ranks 
among the best.”

–Alan Caruba, Author and Columnist

“Climatism! achieves the right balance of being readable and a credible reference source.”
–David Archibald, Australian Climate Scientist

“This is a marvellous summary of climate change issues and the conversion of climate 
science into the politics of Climatism.”

–Russ Steele, NC Media Watch

“Climatism! is the ideal foundation for serious non-scientists about understanding the 
science, politics and public policy of climate change in the world today.”

–Dan Miller, Publisher/Executive Vice President, The Heartland Institute
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